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based on birds 
basedonbirds.com 





The viewing mechanism itself captures our 
approach to art-making in the age of technology. 

based on birds 





We chose to represent the motion of a bird in 
flight, with each of the 10 frames displaying a 
different part of the motion sequence.  
Each frame is carved out of FIMO. 

based on birds 





circul8 
circul8.com.au 



damien butler designs 
damien-butler.com 



Playing with the FIMO reminded me of my 
childhood-and why I became a designer in the 
first place, which was my love of making things. 

damien butler 



debaser 
debaser.com.au 



digital eskimo 
digitaleskimo.com.au 



erin field 
durbachblock.com 



The object was based on the forms and shapes 
that I’ve been playing with in crochet and 
jewellery over the past year or so, and I thought 
I’d give them a try. 

erin field 





gaffa 
gaffa.com.au 



greedy hen 
greedyhen.com 



hoodlum 
hoodlum.com.au 



One of the things I tried to hook on to was a 
question that comes up in our work all the 
time which is, ‘What happens next?’ 

hoodlum 



karl schwerdtfeger 
karlphotographer.com 



liane rossler 
lianerossler.com 



I used the wool and knitting to show that this is 
what it’s about- using these different materials 
together. I used the pink wool because it’s bright 
and it’s about happiness. 

liane rossler 





matt fearns 
mattfearns.com 



I am trying to develop my own themes, which all 
the architects and artists I admire seem to do in 
their work. But the themes are not easy to pin 
down and pretty much dissolve when I try to 
explain them! 

matt fearns 





hugo moline 
informalism.net 



oculi 
oculi.com.au 



omnium 
omnium.net.au 



penguin books australia 
penguin.com.au 



shag 
shagshop.com.au 



slr productions 
slrproductions.com 



showpony advertising 
showponyadv.com.au 



Toothpaste is fresh, and when you brush your 
teeth it’s a burst of freshness, just like when you 
have an idea. 

nic maumill 
showpony advertising 



tasdance 
tasdance.com.au 



universal favourite 
universalfavourite.com.au 



universal favourite 

We decided to make a few pairs of shoes 
representing the way we experience things from 
the point-of-view of the user and our clients-we 
walk in their shoes! 
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photography karl schwerdtfeger  
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